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A modular methodology for affinity labeling, in which three

essential elements generally constituting affinity probes are

prepared separately as individual molecules, has been developed

based on a catalytic amidation.

Affinity labeling (AL) is a useful methodology for structural

analysis of the binding site of biomolecules as well as for

discovering target biomolecules of ligands or drugs.1–5 In

general, affinity probes contain three essential elements in a

single molecule (Fig. 1a): a ligand with specific affinity toward

the target biomolecule; a labeling tag, such as an isotope or

fluorescent moiety to facilitate the detection of the labeled

biomolecules; and a reacting group to form a covalent bond at

the binding site. Their inherent complexity presents several

challenges to developing affinity probes: (1) design and

synthesis of affinity probes are often difficult, (2) the binding

activity of ligands toward the target biomolecules may be

altered by introduction of the other elements, (3) fine tuning

of affinity probes based on structure–activity relationships is

not easy, (4) a labeling tag covalently introduced into the

probe cannot be readily exchanged with others (low variation

of labeling groups). In addition, the fact that the reacting

group must be stable until the labeling experiment is undertaken,

and that the labeling reaction must occur in an aqueous media

present further difficulties in the design of affinity probes.

Probably the most well-studied method for AL is photoaffinity

labeling (PAL), in which a photo-reactive group (photophore)

is employed as a reacting group, and labeling can take place by

photo-irradiation. Although several good photophores have

been developed over more than four decades, the main issues

noted above remain inadequately addressed.5

A simple and elegant approach to the design and creation of

affinity probes is the separation of the elements into individual

molecules.6 For example, Hamachi and co-workers reported that

a combination of sugar-tethered 4-dimethylaminopyridine and

an acyl donor possessing fluorescein were effective for target-

selective labeling of lectins.6a Since the ligand and the labeling

agent are separated into different molecules, synthesis and

modification of ligand is much easier. We now report a

convenient modular method for AL (MoAL), in which the

above three essential elements are introduced as totally separate

molecules (modules) (Fig. 1b).

We have already developed a novel catalytic dehydro-

condensing reaction that proceeds in an aqueous solvent by

using a combination of 2-chloro-4,6-dimethoxy-1,3,5-triazine

(CDMT) and N,N-dimethylglycine esters as a catalyst.7 Thus,

the novel MoAL method was designed based on this reaction.

Because the main purpose of the present study is establishment

of the methodology for the MoAL technique, we employed

avidin and biotin as simple models for protein and ligand. As

illustrated in Fig. 1c, biotin can be readily converted into a

catalyst (ligand catalyst: 1) by introduction of N,N-dimethyl-

glycine as a catalytic site. The catalytic site was connected to

biotin with a linker of an appropriate length so that it could

reach a carboxyl group at the protein surface of avidin.

Cascade Blues ethylenediamine, trisodium salt (CBA) was

employed as a fluorescent primary amine. When avidin was

treated with a mixture of 1 (ligand module), CBA (labeling

module), and CDMT (reactive module), the carboxyl groups

of aspartate or glutamate residues located at the protein

surface in the vicinity of the biotin-binding pocket can

specifically couple with CBA to give a labeled avidin. The

activation of the carboxylates through the formation

of an avidin/biotin complex will be accelerated by the

proximity effect (proximity-accelerated reaction) even at a

low concentration (mM order or less),2 at which a

simple bimolecular reaction between an ammoniotriazine

and a carboxylate is very slow.7

First, we examined the avidin-specific labeling in the

presence of g-globulins. A mixture of avidin and g-globulins
was treated with the ligand catalyst 1 at RT for 30 min

followed by addition of CDMT and CBA, and the mixture

was allowed to incubate for 8 h. The proteins in the reaction

mixture were separated by gel filtration chromatography,

and each fraction was monitored by UV and fluorescence

spectrophotometers. The elution profile of the proteins at

280 nm showed two peaks representing g-globulins (the early

peak) and avidin (the later peak), respectively (Fig. 2a). Strong

fluorescence emissions at 423 nm were observed in the avidin

fractions whereas the g-globulins fractions showed only

negligible signals. When a similar experiment was carried out

using dimethylglycine ethyl ester 2 instead of 1, no significant
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fluorescence emission was observed in the fractions of either

protein (see Fig. S-3, ESIw). The results indicate that the

labeling of avidin occurred specifically with the biotin moiety.

The labeling yields of proteins were determined by

UV-visible spectral analysis. The yield of labeled avidin in

the reaction with 1 for 8 h was found to be 169%. Because

avidin is a tetrameric protein composed of four identical

subunits, each of which has a biotin-binding site, the observed

yield over 100% would indicate that one or more subunits

were labeled under the conditions. A control experiment using

2 as a catalyst gave only 10% yield of the labeled avidin under

the same conditions. Similarly, g-globulins were labeled with 1

in 11% yield. Thus, observed yields of about 10% (B2.5% per

a monomeric subunit) after 8 h are attributable to non-specific

labeling by a simple intermolecular reaction of proteins and

the condensing agents formed in a solution. The labeling

reaction was completely inhibited by addition of an excess

(25 equiv.) of biotin, indicating that the specific interaction

between avidin and biotin is responsible for the labeling.

The labeled proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE

(Fig. 2b). The fluorescence image of the gel indicated that

avidin was significantly labeled with 1 (lanes 1, 4) in contrast

to the control experiments (lanes 2, 3, 5). No fluorescent

signals were observed with g-globulins (lanes 4, 5).
The SDS-PAGE experiments clearly indicate that the

fluorescent amine (CBA) is covalently introduced into avidin

by MoAL in a protein-specific manner. We carried out MS

analysis to determine the modified amino acid. We originally

employed CBA as a labeling agent because three sulfonato

groups make CBA highly water soluble (and suppress the

hydrophobic interaction with proteins), and because it is

Fig. 1 (a) Conventional AL, in which three essential elements constitute a single affinity probe. (b) MoAL method, in which the three elements of

the probe are totally separated as individual molecules (ligand, labeling and reactive modules). (c) Specific labeling of avidin with biotinylated

ligand catalyst by the MoAL method based on a catalytic amide-forming reaction.

Fig. 2 (a) Elution profile of proteins. UV absorption at 280 nm and

fluorescence intensity (lex 399 nm, lem 423 nm) are represented by blue

and red lines, respectively. (b) SDS-PAGE analysis of specific labeling

of avidin by the MoAL method. I: Fluorescence gel image, II:

coomassie blue stained gel; lane 1: avidin + 1, lane 2: avidin + 1 +

biotin (25 equiv.), lane 3: avidin + 2, lane 4: avidin+ g-globulins + 1,

lane 5: avidin + g-globulins + 2, lane 6: molecular-weight marker.

a: monomeric subunit of avidin, b: light chain of g-globulins,
c: dimeric subunits of avidin, d: heavy chain of g-globulins.
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commercially available. The sulfonato groups, however, make

MS analysis difficult, presumably due to their negative charge.

In fact, no peak for CBA was observed by ESI-MS analysis

under standard conditions. Taking advantage of the present

MoAL method, in which a labeling agent is totally separated

from the ligand, and therefore, readily changed with others, we

employed 4-bromobenzylamine (BBA) instead of CBA as a

labeling module. BBA facilitated MS analysis of the labeled

amino acid because it gives characteristic peaks owing to

the two isotopes of the bromine substituent (mixed isotope

method).1,3,8

The peptide fragments obtained by in-gel digestion of the

monomeric subunit of labeled avidin band on SDS-PAGE

were directly analyzed by HPLC-ESI-MS/MS. As a result,

Asp-108 was found to be specifically labeled with BBA.

Interestingly, there are two other Asp residues (105 and 109)

in the vicinity of the labeled Asp; no signal indicating their

labeling was observed. Based on an X-ray structure, among 12

carboxyl groups (seven Asp and five Glu) in the monomeric

subunit of avidin, Asp-108 seemed to occur at the most

suitable position for labeling. Compared with conformations

of the Asp-105 and 109 residues, the carboxyl group of

Asp-108 is directed to the ligand catalyst 1 (see Fig. S-5, ESIw).
Finally, in order to evaluate the potential generality of the

MoAL method for discovering target proteins of ligands from

biological samples, labeling experiments of avidin with 1 and

CBA were conducted using cell lysates prepared from PC12

cells. Since avidin does not occur in the cells, we employed a

sample prepared by addition of avidin (2% or 4% of total

proteins) to the lysates. As shown in Fig. 3, a significant

specific labeling of avidin was observed in the presence of a

number of different proteins.

In conclusion, the MoAL method using avidin/biotin as a

model system appears to be effective for specific labeling of

proteins. The most important feature of the MoAL is that

the three modules (ligand, labeling tag, and reactive group)

essential to affinity probes in AL methods are completely

separated. Because ligands can be converted into catalysts by

introducing N,N-dimethylglycine, design and synthesis of

ligand catalysts would be much easier than with single

molecule ALs. Various primary or secondary amines can be

readily employed as a labeling agent using the modular

method. In addition, neither photosensitive nor labile

compounds need to be utilized, in marked contrast to PAL

methods. Thus, the MoAL method is quite practical.

Nucleophilic amino acid residues such as Cys, His, Lys,

Arg, Ser, and Tyr have been shown to be accessible as target

amino acids in bioconjugation techniques for protein-

modification while modification methods for Asp and Glu

are very limited.9 Thus, another advantage of the MoAL

method is the fact that the carboxyl group is targeted for the

modification. Because of significantly high relative abundances

of Asp and Glu (more than 10% in total in genome-wide

analysis),10 and therefore the high frequency of carboxyl

groups on a hydrophilic protein surface, the MoAL method

should be widely applicable to a variety of proteins.
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Fig. 3 SDS-PAGE analysis of specific labeling of avidin in the

presence of PC12 cell lysates by the MoAL method using 1 and

CBA. Lane 1: lysates including 2% avidin, lane 2: lysates without

addition of avidin, lane 3: lysates including 4% avidin, lane 4: avidin,

lane 5: molecular-weight marker. a: monomeric subunit of avidin.
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